Fwd: Minutes regarding the motion to permit non-members to vote
2 messages

Ken Anderson <kenanderson@kenanderson.net>  
To: Michelle Anderson <mbander@gmail.com>  
Sun, Feb 3, 2013 at 5:45 PM

I sent this to Wanda after she first emailed the minutes of the meeting, which may serve to document that it is not something that I am bringing up now, after the fact.

Ken

Begin forwarded message:

From: Ken Anderson <kenanderson@kenanderson.net>  
Subject: Minutes regarding the motion to permit non-members to vote  
Date: January 13, 2013 10:25:35 PM EST  
To: goppencty@gmail.com

Regarding the motion to permit person who are not voting members according to our bylaws to vote, you may recall that I objected to this at the time, stating my opinion, before and after the motion was voted on, that it was illegal. Voting to violate the bylaws does not make the subsequent actions legal.

Ken Anderson

Ken Anderson <kenanderson@kenanderson.net>  
To: Michelle Anderson <mbander@gmail.com>  
Sun, Mar 17, 2013 at 1:52 PM

[Quoted text hidden]